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ELSA: Supporting Emotional
Literacy in Swindon Schools

Please subscribe to the Local Offer YouTube channel

here
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ELSA Initial Training
ELSA Training provides school staff with skills to support young people with a
range of emotional needs. After the 2021-22 ELSA training, ELSAs were sent an
evaluation from the EPS to better understand the effectiveness of the training.
Feedback from the ELSAs was positive, with ELSAs feeling that the training will
be very useful to them in their role. In particular, ELSAs mentioned that they
benefitted from the opportunity to share ideas and knowledge with the trainers
and other ELSAs, as well as having time to plan their ELSA work. ELSAs were
also asked about areas for improvement in the training. In response to their
feedback, we included a greater focus on setting SMART outcomes so that
ELSAs feel better supported with this process.

ELSA Supervision
ELSA Supervision is a space for practising ELSAs to get support and advice
from other ELSAs and an Educational Psychologist. 

ELSAs who received supervision in 2021-22 were also sent an evaluation to
gather views about what is working well in supervision and suggestions for
improvement. ELSAs generally find supervision beneficial due to the supportive
environment and the opportunity to problem-solve with other ELSAs. 

ELSA Top-up Training
Finally, ELSAs are also offered ‘top-up’ training each year to help them to
continue developing their skills. Last academic year, the topics were ‘School
non-attendance’ and ‘Attachment and the role of the key adult’. ELSAs were very
positive about the top-up training, stating that it gave them practical strategies
for supporting the children and young people they work with. This year’s topics
are ‘Supporting Anxiety’ and ‘School Non-Attendance’. These topics were
decided based on feedback from ELSAs receiving supervision.

The full findings from these surveys can be found in the report on the Swindon
Local Offer - Emotional Literacy Support Assistant (ELSA) Reports page 

Since 2018, Swindon's Educational Psychology Service (EPS) has been offering
Emotional Literacy Support Assistant (ELSA) training and supervision for
practising ELSAs. Evaluation highlights that ELSA is valued and has a positive
impact on the school experiences of young people. We are therefore pleased to
share that there are currently limited places available on the ELSA training
course starting in Term 3. This can be ordered through the Hub using the
product code EPS003. Please email EPSenquiries@swindon.gov.uk if you have
any questions about ELSA training in Swindon. 
Below is a brief review of an evaluation of ELSA in Swindon:

Contact the SEND Service
To speak to a member of the SEND
Service, please call 01793 464641
and we will answer your query in 48-
96 hours.

Telephone lines are open Monday to
Thursday 8am-5pm and 8am-4:30pm
on Friday. Alternatively, you can email
SENDService@swindon.gov.uk.

For more information, please visit the
Meet the SEND Service page on the
Local Offer.

THE SEND LOCAL OFFER
The Swindon SEND Local Offer gives
children and young people with special
educational needs or disabilities and
their families information about what
support services are available in their
area. 

Visit the Swindon SEND Local Offer by
clicking here.
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This self-evaluation should take approximately 15-20 minutes to
complete and should be completed within one sitting: your responses
won’t auto-save to enable you to come back to it another day.
There are 8 sections, each with a number of statements against which
SENCOs can rate themselves using a 4-point scale. There are also
comments boxes at the end of each section which you can use to
enrich your self-evaluation with additional information as you wish.
The questions you will be asked within the self-evaluation are also
attached within PDF documents along with this newsletter. These are
being shared for your information only; to help you prepare by
collecting any information you might need prior to getting started.
There is a separate version of the survey designed for completion by
specialist settings (including special schools, PRUs, APs and SRPs).
There is also a 6th form version of the survey, available on request.
Your responses to the survey will be available to you upon completion
in a visual and accessible format and can be used as evidence of
improvement/ good practice.

The Whole School SEND Self-evaluation is now live and ready for SENCOs
to complete. This is an online survey including rating scales and
comments boxes designed using the NASEN Whole School SEND
materials, recognised by the DfE. SENCOs, in collaboration with other
senior leaders and SEND Governors/Trustees, are now requested to
complete this survey by the 11th November, using the following link then
clicking on the Whole School SEND Survey tab: Swindon Local Offer -
SENCos Main Menu service page on the Local Offer.

Completing this survey will: 
 a) Support the self-evaluation of your school’s SEND and Inclusion
practices; enable you to identify your strengths and areas for
development and to develop an action plan for continuous improvement. 
 b) Support the strategic role of the Local Authority in understanding
need, identifying best practice and areas for development, and will
support whole Borough actions including a programme of training and
support for SEND and Inclusion across all Swindon schools. 

Please note:

Feedback from Swindon SENCO Champions who have experience of using
this tool indicates that it’s a very useful self-evaluation exercise and can
form the basis of a meaningful improvement plan. We hope you find it
helpful and we look forward to receiving your responses.

Annual SEND Survey 2022 
We would be very grateful if you could take 5
minutes to complete the Annual SEND
Survey, as well as to share the poster
attached with any colleagues and parents of
children/young people with SEND. This
survey is now live and can be found at the
following online link (until the beginning of
December): Swindon Local Offer - Annual
SEND Survey

The purpose of this survey is to ensure we
have a way of exploring the views and
experiences of children, young people,
families and professionals within the local
area who use, access and/or deliver services
supporting children and young people with
SEND. There are different versions
appropriate for young people, parents and
professionals which all lead off from the
first page.

We would also really value the help of our
secondary school/setting SENCOs to enable
more young people with SEND (aged 13 and
over) to complete this survey. As well as
completing the survey yourself as a SENCO,
would it be possible for you or one of your
staff members spare the time to sit with any
young people with SEND within school time
to complete it too? This should lead to some
useful discussions in terms of how your
young people view the SEND support they
currently receive.

Thank you for your feedback.

Due to the half term break there will be no SEND News Splash
on Monday 31st October. See you on Monday 7th November
2022 for the next edition.

The Whole School SEND Self-evaluation
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